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But this minion gives the same effect while putting a 3/2 body on the board, it feels like a car that is easy to put on any dragon warrior deck, Omega Devastator: more removal for the deck, but this one you have to close until turn 10 to make it useful. It's very powerful with aggro and can get you back into
any game where you fall behind Supercollider: a unique weapon that can help you deal with inaccessible creatures to eliminate direct attacks. Running on Dragon Warrior is a way to get you back on board if you've fallen behind with aggro roasting crowds: you're paying seven mana to kill most minions
with battlecry effects, but you also get seven dense attack creatures on board. Low health is a disadvantage, but you can't deny the power of Battlecry, Dr. Boom, Mad Genius: Mech's coordination on this deck is quite low, but Dr. Boom, Mad Genius still has benefits beyond the deck for the hero power
swirling it to you when playing. Archaeologist Elysiana: Can help a lot off your deck, some more when your drawing stacks start to look a little thin, so you survive longer in the game, heading to fatigue. Fatigue
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